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The CR-V was introduced in Japan at Honda Verno dealerships only and was regarded as a
luxury vehicle in Japan due to the exterior width dimensions exceeding Japanese Government
dimension regulations. Upon introduction, the model had only one trim level , which would later
be known as the LX model trim; it was powered by the 2. Outer dimensions for this engine
would be identical to the Integra's 1. The engine used a one-piece cylinder sleeve construction
unique from any other B-series engine. The chassis was a unibody design with fully
independent suspension. The front suspension was double-wishbone, while the rear used a
trailing arm-based multilink system. Inside, the rear seats were able to fold down, and a picnic
table was stowed in the rear floor area. All models featured plastic cladding covering the front
bumper , rear bumper, and fender wells. In most countries, CR-Vs had a chrome grille; however,
in the United States, the grille was made out of the same black plastic as the bumpers. Exterior
alterations included a new front bumper, smoothed off rear bumper, and a smaller plastic radio
antenna on the rear of the roof. New dark blue pearl and red pearl shades replaced the former
solid red and metallic blue hues. European models received an enlarged Honda emblem on the
front grille, and a new metallic yellow paint in certain markets. The engine was changed to the 2.
This 16 percent boost in power resulted to a faster mph of 8. In , a Special Edition model was
introduced in North America. Until , the CR-V sold more than any other vehicle in its class. The
Australian higher specification model was called the "Sport". It was added at the time of the first
facelift and included body-colored bumpers, mirrors, door handles, and hard rear spare wheel
cover. It also included alloy wheels, roof rails, and a large glass sunroof. Even though the car's
structure received an acceptable rating, the overall car received a marginal rating as the
dummy's left leg would have been broken. In addition to this lower body injury, the dummy's
head went through the airbag which may have caused a minor concussion. The chest was well
protected. Models equipped with an automatic transmission now had an overdrive cancel
button that allowed the driver to lock the transmission in the first three gears to provide power
for passing and climbing grades, known as "Grade Logic. The second generation CR-V, which
went on sale on November 12, [9] was a full redesign, based on the seventh generation Civic,
and powered by the K24A1 engine. Second generation CR-Vs in countries outside of North
America were again offered in both "low specification" and "high specification" variants, with
the latter featuring body-colored bumpers and fittings. It also now did not require the glass
hatch to be opened before the swinging door. Changes between model years , , and were minor,
involving an enlargement of the center compartment bin and the addition of a front passenger
door power lock in the latter two years respectively. In China, a clone from Shuanghuan Auto ,
called the SR-V, became a center of a design rights controversy, because the latter appeared to
be a blatant copy of Honda's design. In , the CR-V received a mid-cycle refresh. New inch
wheels replaced the previous inch versions. Changes included new taillights and headlights
with clear indicators and two separate H1 bulbs for low beams and high beams, the previous
setup used H4 single bulb for both low and high beams. The taillights now used clear lenses
instead of amber for the turning indicators. The grille was also changed; it had two horizontal
bars instead of one. The front bumper design was slightly changed, it now has round fog lights
compared to the previous trapezium fog lights and in addition to the lower grill there are two
horizontal bars instead of one. The rear bumper reflectors were longer and narrower. On the
inside of the car, the EX trim received upgrades which included steering wheel-mounted audio
controls, an outside temperature monitor and also an electric sunroof. All CR-V models also had
revised rear seat headrests, which had been redesigned to reduce rear view blockage.
Mechanically, the model was also changed. A major change included a drive-by-wire throttle for
all CR-Vs. The all-wheel drive system was improved; it had been tuned to activate faster in low
traction situations. US market models were equipped with a five-speed automatic, as opposed
to the previous four-speed automatic. In the United States and Canada, all MY and later CR-Vs
have anti-lock brakes , electronic brake force distribution , traction control and Vehicle Stability
Assist , front seat-mounted side airbags, and side-curtain airbags with rollover sensors for all
occupants. In Australia, the MY05 facelift went on sale in late Base models made do with only
dual airbags and ABS as standard equipment, while the Sport came equipped with side airbags
for the first time. Curtain airbags were unavailable on any model, until the next generation. For a
more luxurious experience, Honda added a leather interior, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and
heated side mirrors and front seats. Several "Special Edition" models were released, beginning
in Building upon the "Base", Winter Classic added alloy wheels, side steps, as well as a tow bar,
while the Sport Winter Classic gained roof racks, nudge bar and foglights, however, did without
the towbar. Later within this iteration, in , an SE model was launched, featuring rear parking
sensors, nudge bar and 16' alloy wheels. It was sold between October and November Running
throughout , the CR-V "Extra" brought with it 16 inch alloy wheels and side airbags. The third
generation CR-V went on sale in the U. Unlike preceding models, it features a rear liftgate rather

than a side-opening rear door and no longer has the spare tire mounted on the rear door. For
the model year, the CR-V received style, powertrain and equipment changes. Changes included
a redesigned front fascia with a new horizontal-slat chrome grille and honeycomb-designed
lower front grille, new front bumper, and revised tail lights. The rear bumper was redesigned, as
well as new five split-spoke inch alloy wheels for EX and EX-L models. The interior received
minor changes, including seat fabrics, as well as wider driver and front-passenger armrests.
The audio head unit controls were altered and the information display backlighting in the
gauges was changed to blue, instead of the previous black. It is powered with a 2. The facelifted
model year CR-V went on sale during October The structure has been modified to improve
crash performance, particularly in the IIHS 's small offset crash test. The suspension shock
absorbers, springs, anti-roll bars and lower control arms are also revised to improve ride
performance, while a reduced Sales began in the U. It uses the same Honda compact global
platform introduced on the tenth generation Civic. The fifth generation of CR-V is available in
5-seater and 7-seater variant. The base engine is an Earth Dreams 2. For the model year , Honda
has made the 1. The i-DTEC turbodiesel engine has been revised from having a single
variable-nozzle turbocharger in the earlier version to having two turbochargers - one for low
RPMs and the other for high RPMs - to minimise turbo lag. It uses an aluminum cylinder head
paired to an open-deck cylinder block, with shorter and thinner piston skirts to reduce
mechanical friction to levels comparable to a gasoline engine. Honda Sensing is standard on all
CR-V trim levels for and adds traffic sign recognition. LED daytime running lights , 18" alloy
wheels and electronic parking brake with a new auto-hold feature are available. Indonesian
models went on sale on 17 June The Indonesian model top trim Prestige is equipped with
5-spoke inch Modulo alloy wheels not seen in other markets. In the Philippines , the 1. The fifth
generation CR-V was also launched in Japan on 30 August and went on sale on the following
day, making it the return of the CR-V for the Japanese domestic market after a two-year hiatus
since the fourth generation CR-V was discontinued there in August It was previously displayed
on 27 October at the Tokyo Motor Show , announced on 29 September The CR-V hybrid, which
was previewed at the Frankfurt Motor Show, goes on sale in early with a fuel economy
comparable to diesel competitors. Honda expects sales to split equally between gasoline and
hybrid in three years. For the first time in North America, the refreshed model introduced a
hybrid powertrain as an option. The CR-V Hybrid features a 2. The hybrid version is assembled
at Honda's Greensburg, Indiana assembly plant which also produces the standard gasoline-only
CR-V, while the powertrain is assembled in Anna, Ohio. The previously-available 2. Additionally,
the CR-V's suite of advanced safety features are standard on every trim level, meaning even the
most affordable CR-V provides adaptive cruise control and the latest crash prevention
technology. Other changes for the CR-V include larger inch alloy wheels on top-line Touring
models, redesigned inch alloy wheels for EX and EX-L trims, a revised front fascia with a new
upper grille which also features a blue-outlined Honda 'H' emblem on CR-V Hybrid models ,
revised side skirts with chrome inserts, a new rear bumper with chrome insert, a push
button-controlled CVT for CR-V Hybrid models, LED front fog lamps on most models except on
the base LX trim , new exterior color options and standard Honda Sensing driver assistance
technology for all models. The facelifted CR-V was also released in Thailand on 14 July ,
including the panoramic sunroof, wireless charger, Honda Sensing, automatic-dimming
rear-view mirror and memory seat, and the 1. Honda Malaysia has officially launched the
facelifted CR-V on 5 November , which gets some minor styling changes and new features. The
base variant remains the 2. The remaining two variants are both turbocharged, with the 1. The
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Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Type: Aluminum-Alloy In-Line 4. Displacement
liters : 2. Horsepower rpm SAE net : Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 9. Type: FWD. Automatic
Transmission: 4-Speed available. Body Type: Unit Body. Stabilizer Bar mm. Turning Diameter,
Curb-to-Curb ft. Power-Assisted 4-Wheel Disc Brakes. Minimum Ground Clearance in. Wheels:
15" Styled Steel. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Towing
Capacity lbs. Headroom in. Legroom in. Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu.
Passenger Volume cu. Fuel gal. Dual Power Mirrors. High-Mounted Taillights. Chrome Grille
Accent. Remote Entry System Accessory. Green Heat-Rejecting Glass. Body Side Molding.
Aluminum Alloy Wheels Accessory. Power Door Locks. Cruise Control. Dual Side Airbags
Available. Adjustable Front Seat Belt Anchors. Rear 3-Point Seat Belts. Child-Proof Rear Door
Locks. Driver's Seat with Manual Height Adjustment. Reclining Rear Seatbacks. Beverage
Holders, Front and Rear. Retractable Center Tray Table. Sunglass Holder. Door Pocket Storage
Bins. Waterproof Rear Storage Well. Removable Folding Picnic Table. Map Lights. Adjustable
Steering Column. Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors. Floor Mats. Rear Seat Heater
Ducts. Remote Glass Hatch Release. Rear Window Defroster. Low-Fuel Indicator Light. Cargo
Area Light. Cargo Area Grocery Bag Hooks. Cargo Hook. Picnic table dimensions: Manual
Transmission: 5-Speed. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed available on 4wd, standard on 2wd.
Wheels: 15" styled steel. Dual Power Mirrors Body Colored. Remote Entry System. Aluminum
Alloy Wheels Includes Spare. Rear Privacy Glass. Dual Side Airbags. Automatic Transmission:
4-Speed Available. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the CR-V. Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP.
Drivetrain full time 4WD yes Drive type All wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic
mechanical center differential yes. Fuel tank capacity Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size
2. Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power
door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front head room Front leg room Front hip room Rear
Seat Dimensions Rear head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room
Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity 72 cu. Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all
seats in place Angle of approach 29 degrees Angle of departure 24 degrees Length Maximum
towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 8. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars
related to the CR-V. Suspension double wishbone rear suspension yes four-wheel independent
suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr.
Rust 5 yr. See CR-V Inventory. Sign Up. Black Saddle. It has great gas mileage very comfortable
and kid friendly the only complaint I have is I have replaced almost every part in the 6 years I
have owned this car. Its been running pretty well we have only had it for about 4 years but we
haven't had a single problem with it still runs great. It drives well great steering and it feels like
your driving a much smaller car which is nice since it has plenty of space in it. The seats are
very comfortable great back support and there is still not any damage on them. Dials are
extremely accurate and very visible and it provides a wide range of viewing. It also has pretty

awesome storage space throughout. Super reliable car, has , miles on it and it still runs like
new. The dashboard ecm is a bit faulty at times, and the gauges come and go, but other than
that everything has been updated and is in great working shape. I would recommend a CR-V to
anyone who asks about it. Bought vehicle back in and haven't had any problems with it at all.
Body is sound, no rust, runs great. Plenty of cargo room in the back, seats fold down to add
more room as well. Regular maintenance every 3 to 5 thousand miles, I would buy another one.
My Honda CR-V has been a reliable car over the last 10 years we've owned it. With regular
maintenance like oil changes, tires and brakes, the car last about , miles before had to replace a
head gasket. Still driving it at , miles and going strong. Would definitely recommend this Honda
vehicle. It's been a comfortable and reliable vehicle over the years. I have had my CR-V about
three years now and it has never let me down. Even though I haven't given it the maintenance it
deserves, it has never left me stranded anywhere, it is an amazingly reliable car. It currently has
, miles on it and I still haven't had engine trouble. I got it because of the roomy back seat I
always have friends riding in my car but I needed something that could be used like truck too.
The back seats fold up giving me ton of room to use. I have hauled concrete blocks, five 8 foot
folding tables at once, twelve 16 foot 2x6 pieces of lumber, and loaded it up with debris from
storms. Wear and tear is when you end up replacing items after many miles then it is like
restarting the odometer as it keeps on going and the body is long lasting and cannot beat all
wheel drive for anything you encounter. If you like taking music via CDs you have a standard 6
CD changer and excellent sound system. It is great on gas and performs extremely well. It is a
great vehicle for hauling things, if needed, and you can tow a fairly good load if you have an
installed tow hitch. This year model today is a great second vehicle to have but for us we have it
as our main vehicle right now and would keep it when we upgrade to a newer model down the
road. I love our car. It is very reliable. Comfortable roomy. No problems that are not routine. Low
miles. Tons of lights and outlets. Enjoyable to drive. Easy to fix. Very happy with our Honda.
Number one selling vehicles in America right now. Sound system not bad for stock. Six disc CD
changer. Going to buy a newer one once we pay off this one. Would recommend this vehicle to
anyone and everyone. The performance is great, gas mileage good but uses more now its older.
I have no major problems of any kind. I have keep up the regular required maintain and believe
that has help greatly. It has over thousand miles on it and is still doing great. I would not give it
up or change for a different make and model. Dependable, air conditioning does not perform
well, is comfortable but to high with someone with bad knees to get in. Drives smoothly on
highways. Although needs struts in front as when it hits bumps it's very rough. Has plenty of
room in the back storage area. My Honda CR-V is a great vehicle. Probably the best, most
reliable, and fuel efficient vehicle I have owned that allows me to carry lots of stuff. Recently I
have been moving for college, and the space of the Honda CR-V has allowed me to make far
fewer trips. Also the gas mileage is great for the size of this vehicle. I have not had any issues
out of this vehicle as the second owner for a year. This makes this vehicle very reliable. As far
as comfort, I would say that I have sat in more comfortable vehicles. I love my sunroof on sunny
days. I roll all the windows down, including the sunroof, and jam out. Overall, this is a great
vehicle if it is taken care of properly, and is very reliable for college students like myself. We
bought our car used in I am short 5'0' , so I like a car that sits higher up. Since buying our car,
we have had a baby who is now three years old. It has been great as far as feeling secure for our
entire family. I really like Toyota and Honda, they are honestly one of the most reliable vehicles
on the market, and they seem to last forever! Even though our vehicle is 17 years old, it still
runs good. It's had its fair share of little problems: the CD player doesn't work, nor does the
charging port, and we've had it worked on a couple of times for upkeep and basic maintenance
but we have definitely felt like we got our money's worth out of it! The transmission started
slipping shortly after purchasing it. The car was really nice though. It began jerking when you
would just begin to take off. I liked how it was considered a small car but had good space. Mine
was midnight blue but looked more black. I've had my CR-V for 17 yrs. Currently have and
expect it to lat another 98! It has served me extremely well and I have performed regular
checkups. Reliable, easily handled, about 22 mpg highway. Replaced tires twice and serviced
brakes and had regular upkeep every miles, including tune ups. It can be a little boxy in high
wind situations and can sway when passing large semi's on a highway. Excellent heating and
air, still. The CR-V gets decent gas mileage and is extremely reliable. The car has over , miles
and has only had a few problems that are normal wear and tear. The car came with a stereo that
changes colors and seat warmers. The middle console can flip up or down. There is also a table
in the trunk of the car, as well as a lot of trunk space. I love my car! It's spacious, which is great
for families. My car is an older model so I had to replace the alternator. Other than that and the
usual maintenance of oil changes and brake changes, I haven't had any major repairs. It had a
really big trunk area which fits our stroller and lots of other toys, scooters, balls, etc. It's also

good for shorter people like myself because the seat is up high so I feel like I can see so much
of the road. I love this car so much. I've had it for about five years, and I would definitely buy
another one in the future. It has the right amount of size for my family, but it isn't too big. It's
easily able to be parked, even in a compact spot. I love that I feel safe in it. My Honda CR-V is a
very dependable and trustworthy car. Even though it is an older make I never have any fears
that it will fail me. It has successfully gotten me where I need to go every time I get into it. My
car is truly a dependable vehicle. A problem is the engine light comes on when it does not need
to. The performance on a scale of , 1 being the worst it's a 3. Reliability is good. The seats are
very comforting. Some good features, or features I like is the tire in the back of the Honda that
makes the car look cool in my opinion. I believe that it is a good car and I think the problems I
have with my car are because, it is simply old. I absolutely love this car. It is comfy and perfect
for me and my children. I don't spend too much in gas. And also is really good for winter. It
drives smooth and it's safe. Ac is good and heater is good it's very affordable. It's a 4x4 so like I
said it's really good for winter. Extremely comfortable, it has 2 rows 5 seats , big trunk, reclining
back row seats, safe, lots of storage, tons of extra features that surprised me compared to a
regular car. And performs amazing even after being used by a previous owner. Would keep
getting a CR-V after the life of this one dies. Doesn't seem like it's going to die for a long time.
This car is very reliable. Great engine system. The only problems I've had have come with age,
like replacing the tires, shocks, the battery and the alternator. No big problems. The car drives
really well. It's a good family car. It's good for long road trips. The year I have has a 6 disc CD
changer, cassette player, and radio so I can play any kind of music. Good heating and air
conditioner system. My car is in great shape and it is over 15 years old. Very good on gas and
easy to work on for maintenance. I have had this car for about 3 years and a couple months now
and haven't had any major issues at all. Honda CR-Vs are super reliable cars and the newer
models are great family cars. My CR-V always performs well. It starts even on the coldest winter
days in MN and handles wonderfully in the snow. I love the way it handles. The interior features
are nice and user friendly. It has over , miles on it and I won't give it up until it dies. My next car
will be a Honda CR-V too. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner
Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.
Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Nicole S wrote on January 7, Michael D wrote on
December 25, Sharon wrote on August 4, Chris W wrote on July 2, Andrea R wrote on June 14,
Steven H wrote on January 15, Catherine B wrote on January 15, Edward J wrote on January 4,
Jamie E wrote on October 21, Betty B wrote on September 19, Kim O wrote on September 19,
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wrote on September 19, Melissa R wrote on September 19, John S wrote on September 19,
Emily M wrote on September 19, Brody P wrote on September 19, Kimberly J wrote on
September 19, Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can

find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Drive it. You'll like it. Not
wanting to lose those happy customers to newer competition in the mini-SUV market, Honda
has improved the all-new CR-V in nearly every fashion. This includes more power, increased
interior volume, the latest safety technology, elevated levels of comfort, and more utility and
functionality without adding significant exterior size or compromise to the overall package. The
main fault of the previous CR-V was its mediocre power output. To that end, the CR-V has a new
valve 2. It produces hp and pound-feet of torque. The transmissions have also been updated.
The four-speed automatic is an all-new design. In addition to improved smoothness and fuel
efficiency, it features Grade Logic Control. Honda says this feature allows the transmission to
downshift automatically and hold a lower gear when the CR-V is climbing a steep grade. For the
five-speed manual, additional synchronizers and shorter throws make shifting easier and
sportier. On-road comfort should continue to be a CR-V strength. It offers 50 percent more
torsional rigidity and 30 percent improved bending rigidity compared to the '01 model, says
Honda. This translates to better crash safety and ride quality. The new platform also produces
less noise, vibration and harshness. The improved platform also allows for a larger interior
without major increases in overall vehicle length. This translates to plenty of room for both
people and cargo. The CR-V offers headroom, legroom and shoulder room for the driver and
front passenger that is about equal to or better than the closest competitors'. The rear seat is
separated near the middle, and each of the two sections will independently slide forward and
backward for a total range of 6. Like the previous CR-V, the seatbacks can also recline
independently. For , the automatic transmission will be available on all three trim levels:
two-wheel-drive LX, four-wheel-drive LX and four-wheel-drive EX. The manual transmission is
offered only on four-wheel-drive vehicles. In addition to this, the more upscale EX receives an
upgraded audio system with a CD changer, keyless remote, a power moonroof and antilock
brakes. Other safety features for the CR-V include dual pre-tensioners for the front seatbelts,
headrests and three-point seatbelts for all five seating positions, dual-stage front airbags,
optional side airbags standard on EX and whiplash-reducing front seats. In federal government
crash testing, the CR-V has excelled, earning five stars the best score possible for both frontal
and side impact tests. IIHS bumper-bash tests, however, have shown that the CR-V is
susceptible to high repair costs for even minor collisions. Like the previous model, the CR-V is
not meant to compete against hard-core recreational vehicles like the Jeep Liberty or Toyota
4Runner. Instead, it is meant for the person who wants the look and feel of a sport-utility
without having to pay an exorbitant sticker price and huge gas bills. The CR-V will get people to
work and back in all but the worst weather and to their favorite picnic area, assuming it's not on
the Rubicon Trail. Someday, just for the novelty, I'd like to drive an all-new car that is noticeably
worse than the car it replaced. It's getting tiresome to hear how every new car these days "is
new and improved! Just once, I'd like to have a car company exec say, "To tell you the truth, our
new Cheetah is worse than the old one. It has less power, a less rigid body structure and
reduced passenger legroom. Oh, and when it gets into an accident, the Cheetah's probability of
big, frothy catastrophic fireballs similar to those in Hollywood action movies is 54 percent. Alas,
the Honda CR-V is not such a vehicle. It is to my partial dismay better in just about every regard,
which is significant in that there wasn't much wrong with the CR-V to begin with. This gave the
CR-V car-like attributes like a comfortable ride, higher fuel mileage and enhanced
crashworthiness. The downside to this approach was that the CR-V lacked serious off-road
capability, even with the four-wheel-drive system. But for the vast majority of buyers, this was
of little concern. Here was a compact vehicle that drove like a Civic, had the style of an SUV and
came with Honda's reputation for durability and reliability. For , buyers in this segment have
plenty to choose from. For its second-generation CR-V, Honda wanted a leap forward. Allow me
to quote lazily from Honda's press kit: "The second-generation CR-V takes everything that was
good about the original model and adds more power, increased interior volume, the latest safety
technology, elevated levels of comfort and more utility and functionality without adding
significant exterior size or compromise to the overall package. It debuted with a horsepower 2.
While acceleration was adequate for normal use, an automatic-equipped CR-V loaded with
people and gear could easily start sucking wind like a two-pack-a-day smoker when traveling up
steep hills. But Honda has traditionally shunned larger engines and feels it can generate similar
levels of performance through advanced technology. To that end, the CR-V has a valve 2. This is
the largest displacement four-cylinder Honda has ever offered to the American market, and it
produces hp at 6, rpm and pound-feet of torque at 3, rpm. This output is significantly better than
the previous CR-V's hp and lb-ft of torque , especially in the low- to medium-rpm range. VTC
continuously advances or retards the intake camshaft phasing throughout a degree range. Not
sure what that means? Don't worry. Both of the CR-V's transmissions have been updated for
While official EPA fuel mileage figures haven't been released at the time of this writing, Honda

expects a five-speed CR-V to average 22 mpg in the city and 25 mpg on the freeway. This
system only operates when needed and is completely automatic. During normal driving
conditions, power is routed to the front wheels only, improving fuel economy. If there is a loss
of traction at the front, torque is directed to the rear wheels. The amount of torque sent is
directly related to how much slippage the front wheels are experiencing. On-road comfort,
however, should continue to be a CR-V strength. The new platform also produces less noise,
vibration and harshness NVH. Building the quietest compact SUV available was one of the key
design goals, and extensive sound insulation was used throughout the vehicle. Since it is based
on the Global Compact Platform, the '02 CR-V has a MacPherson strut front suspension, a
change from the previous double wishbone design. The rear double wishbone suspension has
also been modified. It's worth noting that the new front and rear suspensions, as applied to the
Civic and RSX, have received mild criticism for not providing as high of a degree of wheel
control as the double wishbones did. Given the CR-V's less sporty nature, however, the
changes should be virtually undetectable. There is a key advantage to the new suspensions that
is not immediately apparent. Since they are more compact, Honda has been able to increase the
amount of interior room without making the CR-V any bigger on the outside. Overall length and
width are up just about an inch each, yet interior passenger volume has increased 8 percent.
Rear legroom is even more impressive, measuring 3 inches more than the Ford Escape and 6.
Much of the rear legroom advantage is due to the rear seat's design. It's separated near the
middle, and each of the two sections will independently slide forward and backward for a total
range of 6. With the rear seat in its normal position, the CR-V can carry To increase the amount
of cargo, the rear seatbacks can be folded down easily and then the whole seat can be tumbled
forward to be nearly perpendicular with the floor. The three rear headrests don't have to be
removed for this maneuver, and the result is a maximum 72 cubic feet of cargo space. Previous
CR-V owners will be happy to know that a popular feature, the rear cargo floor that doubles as a
picnic table, returns and is even bigger for Another trademark feature, the flip-up center tray
between the two front seats, is also back. Previous CR-V owners might not recognize the rest of
the interior, though. The instrument panel is all new and is highlighted by easy-to-read
white-on-black instruments, large climate control knobs and a high-mounted audio system. The
driver's window switches, once located on the dash, have now been moved to their proper place
on the door. Interestingly, the emergency brake handle is now a pistol grip-shaped lever
integrated into the center stack. This frees up foot room that would otherwise be taken up by a
floor-mounted pedal. The automatic transmission selector is also new; it's been downsized and
relocated to the dash to the right of the steering wheel. These features, combined with the new
body structure, should allow the CR-V to earn five stars in federal government front- and
side-impact crash test scores. After just a short period of driving the '02, it becomes clear that
Honda has indeed improved on an already capable vehicle. The new CR-V feels more solid and
more road-worthy. Road and engine noise is minimal, and the steering is light but still accurate.
I'll reserve judgment on the new suspension, as the roads I drove on didn't offer enough bumps
and dips to truly evaluate the effectiveness of the new design. In terms of off-road ability, the
new CR-V is about the same as the old one. Ground clearance continues to be 8. Keep it on the
pavement, and you'll be happy. Acceleration is certainly better, and the manual transmission
shifts more smoothly, but there's still a niggling question of whether hp is enough when the
Ford Escape and Mazda Tribute V6 models crank out hp. I'd say yes, but in the immortal words
of the old Alcoa commercials shown during NFL games, "You make the call. The interior design
is close to brilliant for this type of vehicle. Storage compartments are as prominent as UFO
sightings in New Mexico, and the rear seats offer an impressive amount of legroom. The front
seats are also very comfortable, as Honda has made them bigger and more ergonomically
shaped. Until we get our grubby little hands on one for a full road test, we won't know for sure if
Honda has re-established itself as the leader in the compact SUV market. But if the early returns
are correct, Honda has another winner on its hands. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda CR-V. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review

Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No V6 available, limited offroad ability. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Redesigned for , Honda's CR-V boasts a number of improvements and refinements.
Major changes include more power, more interior room and increased passenger protection.
Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I loved this car it has been so reliable for the past 10
years. I had , miles on it and could have easily put on another , miles. Not one problem with it
mechanically the engine had all original parts. Never had any of the recall issues either. My
CR-V has gotten me home safely in some of the most extreme conditions driving from LA to
Mammoth Lakes at least twice a month for the past 6 years. Until the night a deer took it out. I
would recommend this car to anyone. Thats why I'm on here. Read less. Bought this new in So
after 14 years, it is without a doubt the most reliable vehicle I ever owned. Normal things have
worn. I'm afraid I will jinx myself if I list all the original equipment that hasn't needed
replacement. We bought this for a something to haul around our Golden Retrievers, transport
us in bad weather and pile a lot of stuff in. I got it brand new in First new car I ever bought. I've
had it now for 14 years. Replaced all 4. The door actuators were a cheap design and tend to fail
but are relatively cheap to replace. The engine, transmission, electrical system, AWD system,
and audio are absolutely bullet proof in my experience. The paint finish still looks like new. The
seats could be more comfortable but the material has held up well. When it is just me in the CRV
the engine has a fair amount of pep. When you load it up with people and stuff - not so much.
But it does get a consistent 25 MPG in mixed driving so I'm not complaining. Very easy to park
and great visibility all around. The stereo system is reliable but the sound is pretty crummy by
modern standards. It is extremely versitile. It serves just as well as a dail
2008 honda crv service manual pdf
2002 harley davidson ultra classic specs
etrailercom location
y commuter as it does a grocery hauler. Currently I've got about , miles on it and it runs like a
swiss watch. Other than that, it's been a very reliable and economical vehicle. I should be able
to get , miles out of it if I continue to take care of it. Highly recommended. In interior comfort is
very good and being a tall person I fit in it just fine. The cargo space is great and with the rear
seats folded over I can transport a surprising amount of stuff moves done with this. The engine
is strong and it accelerates nicely even with 4 people in the CRV. The downside is the gas
mileage, not as good as an Accord of similar vintage and engine size but the AWD does have a
rear-differential so you must expect that feature will affect mileage in any truck. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the CR-V. Sign Up.

